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CHALLENGE
Public spaces make first impressions for potential students and they make lasting impressions for faculty, staff and the student body. Litter, 
overflowing trash cans and messy grounds can be an eyesore for an otherwise pristine campus. 

What if there was a better way to handle public space waste and recyclables collection which could help to eliminate these problems while 
freeing up labor for other tasks like facilitating public space recycling and compost collection programs? 

Many colleges and universities, including the UC San Diego campus, are embracing new technologies – including machine to machine (M2M) 
wireless communications and solar power – to transform their operations and beautify their campuses while simultaneously communicating 
their commitment to sustainability.

SOLUTION
In March of 2012, the UC San Diego campus installed an enterprise solution for 
waste and recyclables collection which has helped to save the university both 
time and money. 

By utilizing the internet to create a network of compacting receptacles which 
communicate their current fullness status, the campus has been able to 
increase operational efficiencies and get more done with the same amount 
of staff. 

A total of 96 concrete waste and recycling receptacles were replaced 
by 50 networked compacting receptacles – the resulting benefits to the 
campus include: 

* Weekly collections decreased 90%
* Annual trash liner usage decreased 90%
* Overall operational expenses for collections decreased 85%
* Annual greenhouse (GhG) emissions were reduced by 56 metric tons CO2

* Overall campus aesthetic improved by decreasing the total number of waste
and recycling receptacles by 50%

* Overall campus aesthetic improved by decreasing:
– Total number of collection receptacles by 50%
– Amount of loose and overflowing trash

* Animal intrusion eliminated – no more raccoons digging in cans and seagulls
circling overhead as a result of closed system
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